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Debate

Putting Africa [back] on the map: the South
African Parliamentary Millennium Project

Lindy Stiebel

Both in the selectivity of their content and in their signs and styles of
representation, maps are a way of conceiving, articulating, and
structuring the human world which is biased towards, promoted by,
and exerts influence upon particular sets of social relations By accepting
such premises it becomes easier to see how appropriate they are to
manipulation by the powerful in society. (Harley 1988:278)

Since 1994, a year which marked the start of a new era in South African
politics, the construction of a new South African identity for its citizens has
been high on the agenda. The South African Parliament, and particularly the
majority African National Congress, led, first, by Nelson Mandela, and then
by Thabo Mbeki, has seen its role in nurturing this nascent identity as a
leading one. The drive has been to renegotiate, reimagine, and remap how
South Africans see themselves – emerging from the past, engaging with the
present and synthesising into a common entity which could hopefully be
called the South African ‘nation’. Using the idea of ‘mapping’, both in a
physical and ideological sense of finding your place on the map/in the world
is a sophisticated post-colonial strategy to initiate this discussion among
ordinary people. This paper sets out to describe and analyse one of
Parliament’s most visible projects intended to create a climate conducive to
raise questions of identity and belonging, namely the Parliamentary
Millennium Project, launched in 2002 by the then Speaker of Parliament, Dr
Frene Ginwala.

Questioning what it means to be ‘African’ has been one of the cornerstones
of Thabo Mbeki’s African Renaissance project. Though appropriating an
essentially European term to describe Africa’s rebirth, the historical moment
has been deliberately fashioned by Mbeki to mark a movement forward and
away from a European colonial legacy. So, though:
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The concept of the African renaissance represents an African event
(liberation from racist rule) in terms of a European frame of reference
(liberation as a form of Renaissance self-fashioning),…it also
reinterprets a European phenomenon (the European Renaissance as
rebirth of the modern human subject) in terms of an African frame of
reference (liberation from racist rule as rebirth of a new humanity, a
humanity that has its origins in Africa itself). (Klopper 1999:24)

When the Constitutional Assembly adopted the Republic of South Africa
Constitution Bill of 1996, Mbeki delivered what was to become known as
his famous ‘I am an African’ speech in which he enumerated all the different
strands that went to make up his identity as an ‘African’. His was a
generously inclusive definition of what he understood by the term ‘African’,
deliberately mixing local, settler, slave and migrant roots into a quintessential
African landscape: ‘the hills and the valleys, the mountains and the glades,
the rivers, the deserts, the trees, the flowers, the seas and the ever-changing
seasons that define the face of our native land’ (Mbeki 1998:31). This
speech was a celebration of the differences that yet combined to form an
‘African’ identity, with the primacy of geography evident in the verbal
drawing of the African landscape that precedes the human ‘ingredients’.

The constructed nature of the image of the African – and by extension the
African Renaissance – is acknowledged by most: Makgoba in the preface
to the seminal African Renaissance: the new struggle (1999) notes:

The African renaissance is a unique opportunity to define ourselves
and our agenda according to our own realities and taking into account
the realities of the world around us. It is about Africans being agents
of our own history and masters of our destiny. (Makgoba 1999:xii)

Mamdani (1999), writing in the same book, highlights the importance of an
intellectualised rebirth without which there can be no renaissance; and
furthermore the importance of a wider African-focussed intelligentsia, not
one with a narrowly South African bias. As is true of all constructions, not
all concur with the definitions, or tools, or with the final outcome, or design.
The debate over who can call themselves an African is an old one that has
seen its application in various disciplines – take, for example, that of
African literature. The historic meeting of African writers at Makerere in
Uganda in 1962 was unable to agree on a common definition of ‘African
Literature’. Various definitions since then have described this literature as
variously ‘the sum total of all national and ethnic literatures of Africa’
(Achebe 1975:56); or by Nadine Gordimer in The Black Interpreters
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(1973:5) as writing done ‘in any language by Africans themselves and by
others of whatever skin colour’; or provocatively by Ngugi wa Thiong’o
who doubts that literature written in a European language can properly be
called ‘African’ (see Ngugi 1986:4-33).

When it comes to defining who one is and where one belongs, people
often have recourse to the language of cartography, of ‘charting’ their
course in the world, ‘mapping’ their path. Physical maps give literal
direction and practical information, but their constructed nature leads to
questions about the constructing consciousness: according to which guiding
principles and selective procedures, and for whom is any map drawn? As
such, map analysis is a post-colonial theorist’s delight: behind the lines on
the map lies a world of unspoken but evident possibilities, silences/
absences, powerful discourses, ambiguities. Huggan recognises this ‘gap’
between what one reads on a map, and what lies behind the mapping
endeavour:

…cartographic discourse, I would argue, is also characterised by the
discrepancy between its authoritative status and its approximate
function, a discrepancy which marks out the recognizable totality of
the map as a manifestation of the desire for control rather than as an
authenticating seal of coherence. (Huggan 1988:127)

The language of maps suggests certainty about where things are but, in fact,
as is commonly accepted today, maps can be read as discourse open to
interpretation. As with the subjects of identity or African literature previously
cited, one could be discussing the same topic but from different angles,
depending on one’s own ‘cultural mapping’ or ideological positioning. JB
Harley, the well known British geographer, made this point in a seminal
article entitled ‘Maps, knowledge and power’ (1988) from which the
opening quotation of this paper is drawn. Harley encouraged the use of
discourse analysis to unpack maps’ meanings: reading maps as a kind of
‘literature’, as text, ‘urges us to consider questions about changing
readerships for maps, about levels of carto-literacy, conditions of authorship,
aspects of secrecy and censorship, and also about the nature of the political
statements which are made by maps’ (Harley 1988: 278). Such insights led
to what some have called the ‘new geography’ with ‘its claim to reveal that
maps are texts to be read, recognisable products of the historical context in
which they were made’ (Daston 2001: 3). The ‘new geography’, typified by
the work on maps by JB Harley and Denis Cosgrove, places cartography in
the inter-disciplinary fields of geography, discourse analysis and politics.
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One South African politician who picked up this baton in the race to
construct an African identity through analysis of historical maps is Dr Frene
Ginwala, until recently Speaker of Parliament; a politician with maps being
‘her abiding passion in life’ (Weaver 2002: 8). Ginwala articulates explicitly
the connection she perceives between mapping and identity:

The link that I was unconsciously making was that of identity and
mapping. I am saying ‘Who am I?’ and that is what mapping is all
about; you are looking at yourself in relation to everything else,
discovering your identity. (Weaver 2002:8)

Ginwala was also clear from the beginning about what she perceived to be
Parliament’s role in nation building through questioning past prejudices
and building a new ‘African’ identity: ‘The challenge of this democratic
Parliament is to remap the new South Africa to include, and not exclude, to
break down the internal boundaries and to free and not restrict’ (Ginwala
2002).

To this end, Ginwala together with Naledi Pandor, then Chairperson of
the National Council of Provinces and now Minister of Education, initiated
the Parliamentary Millennium Project (PMP) with the central theme of
‘Perspectives on and of Africa’ in 2002. At the heart of this project – which
can be read as part of Mbeki’s African Renaissance endeavour – is,
ironically and controversially, a large collection of 800, mostly European,
maps of Africa bequeathed to the nation by the late Sydney Mendelssohn.
The project is ambitious: it comprises an exhibition of maps in Parliament
which is open to the public via guided tours, a schools education project,
and a lecture series focussing on African identity, all designed to get people
thinking about, as Ginwala says, ‘perspective – to show what we see is not
necessarily there. What we see is shaped by our mind and experiences’
(Adams 2003: 9). In particular, the exhibition of maps has a particular post-
colonial aim in mind by using contrasting perspectives of the landmass of
Africa in mapping to get people to reassess where and who they are. The
exhibition leaflet tells the public it is attempting ‘to contrast European
perspectives with indigenous ones, and through this to encourage an
understanding of our differing past experiences, to challenge perceived
history, and to promote the recognition of shared South African identities’
(exhibition leaflet ‘Why Mapping?’).

Ginwala notes how, as Speaker of Parliament, she was frequently
dismayed to hear the racial and cultural divisions of the past era repeated by
parliamentarians even within the new democratic dispensation. What she
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then proposed as antidote was a complex process to be initiated through a
focus on perspective, both spatial and historical: firstly, Africans (in
Mbeki’s inclusive sense of the word) needed to see that ‘unless South
Africans respected the validity of different perspectives of the world and
their history, they would continue to battle about trivialities’ (November
11, 2002, SAPA report on PMP website); and, secondly, Africans should
not only understand different historical perspectives of the world, particularly
of Africa, but they should challenge predominantly European views of
Africa – what Ginwala calls the ‘here be dragons’ imagery whereby Africa
is seen as a place of darkness and terrors (Weaver 2002:8). The second
thrust of the project (which calls for an African challenge to received
Eurocentric notions about Africa) runs rather contrary to the first which
calls only for greater understanding and respect for different views. However
the challenge is part of Ginwala’s effort to break down ‘mental colonisation’
(Weaver 2002:8), reminiscent of similar and earlier calls by Fanon (1952)
and Ngugi wa Thiong’o (Ngugi 1986) to ‘decolonise the mind’. The new
era, post-colonial spin on such a call today though is that it is not just black
Africans who need to undergo this process, but all Africans, regardless of
skin colour (see Mbeki’s inclusive definition of ‘African’ as part of the
African Renaissance drive).

How is this challenge to commonly accepted perspectives on Africa
constructed in the mapping exhibition part of the PMP? The first section (of
five) is a general one to illustrate the notion of perspective or ‘point of
view’. In it are a number of world globes tilted at different angles, together
with satellite photographs of Africa seen from space (courtesy of NASA).
The intent is to challenge the perception that the USA and Europe are
necessarily at the ‘top’ of the world whereby ‘European countries are shown
in a position of power and domination, ordering the world as it was
discovered and documented by them. This inherited construction has been
accepted without much thought’ (PMP exhibition brochure). The implication
is that Africa, with a tilt of the globe, could be similarly on ‘top’; and that
being in the south does not automatically imply inferiority. Given the desire
of the project to reach out to all South Africans, not only cartographers or
those with an academic interest in maps, this kind of basic ideological point
being made so graphically is a useful place to begin.

The second section, entitled ‘Perspectives on Human Origin’ uses an
early European map of Moxon commissioned by the church, to illustrate a
Christian explanation for the ordering of the world – Jerusalem is at the
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centre of the map, with the Garden of Eden identified as a physical place on
the map. This map is juxtaposed with a recent image of Africa indicating
archaeological discoveries which, by way of contrast to the Moxon map
drawn in the tradition of twelfth century Catholic maps, shows Africa to be
the cradle of mankind. Section Three contains exhibits which display early
African spatial perspectives: rock art which, through markings on stone,
record the passage of people and animals through the land; together with the
oral traditional practice of sky mapping – using the configuration of the
night sky to tell tales of folk wisdom passed down from generation to
generation. Reference is also made to Lukasas [see Figure 1], or memory
boards, used by the Luba people of the Congo which were used as aides
mémoires to recite clan migrations, royal genealogies, navigation routes
and journeys of kings.

Figure 1: Lukasa or Memory Board

This is an innovative part of the exhibition as it posits African alternative
mapping techniques as having an equal validity with the written forms of
European map-making. In other words, these are also maps in the broader
sense of the word; similar perhaps to Australian Aboriginal ‘songlines’
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which use indigenous knowledge to describe the land and furthermore the
cosmology that informs it. This point – ‘Africans mapped their space
differently’ (PMP website) – could be pushed further than it is in the
exhibition which is otherwise dominated by the western-style ink-and-
paper drawn maps. It is, however, here that definitions of ‘African’ in this
part of the exhibition prove difficult: there is a sliding from Mbeki’s
inclusive definition of African to the meaning of ‘African’ as black African.
This slippage is evident in the PMP website and in the brochure that
accompanies the exhibition and project – it mirrors the contradiction
alluded to above in the reference to the aims of the PMP: to understand
different perspectives of the world as opposed to [black African] challenging
of [white Eurocentric/European] perspectives on Africa. Given South
Africa’s recent past, these contradictory messages are unsurprising but
need to be noted.

The fourth section on early Asian perspectives on Africa attracts most
interest as it illustrates Asian contact with Africa predating that with
Europe, the commonly assumed primary point of reference. For the first
time, an exact digital copy of the Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map (or Amalgamated
Map of the Great Ming Empire) dating back to 1389 has been allowed to
leave the First Historical Archive of China in Beijing, where the original is
kept in dry-room conditions, and be exhibited. Its interest for Ginwala’s
project is that it clearly indicates the whole of Africa, suggesting the
existence of trade and tribute relations between China and Africa, predating
European contact with this continent by more than 100 years.

The defeat of the Yuan dynasty in 1368 blocked access to the silk route
for the succeeding Ming dynasty, and prompted an ambitious series of
voyages by China to the ‘Western Sea’ to find new trade routes. The Song
and Yuan dynasties had maintained large ocean going fleets building
substantial foreign trade and bringing trading partners into China’s tribute
system whereby rulers paid tribute to China in return for trading privileges
and protection. The rulers of Mogadishu, Brava, Malindi and Mombasa on
the eastern coast of Africa were part of this trade and tribute system. The Da
Ming Hun Yi Tu map is evidence of the close relation between China and
Africa, as was also true of relations between China and Arabia, India, Japan
and south east Asia (see Menzies 2003: 64), all of which are depicted on the
map. Voyages to these places were undertaken in huge ‘treasure ships’, like
floating villages, capable of remaining for considerable periods at sea –
paintings of these vessels are included in the exhibition.
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The original Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map was produced on silk and is 4.5
metres wide by 3.8 metres high; as is the copy hanging in the exhibition [see
Figure 2]. In keeping with the cartographer’s sense of the centrality of China
at the time, the landmass of China takes up the bulk of the map with a far
smaller Africa clearly shown to the left. Africa is drawn with rivers – one
which closely approximates the Nile, a great lake in the centre, and a
mountain range which corresponds to the Drakensberg mountains. The
Middle East is marked as a small protruding mass, whilst Europe is
unmarked (and therefore insignificant for this cartographer) territory to the
north. The original text on the map was in Mandarin but Manchu script has
been superimposed or pasted over thus posing deciphering difficulties.
However, the visual impression of China side by side with Africa speaks
volumes for early Chinese links with Africa. Neeran Naidoo, curator of the
exhibition offers support for this contact which the map graphically illustrates
by referring to Chinese trade beads found at the ancient site of Mapungubwe,
Chinese coins found along the coast of Zanzibar, and even the shape of the
traditional Lesotho hat (Lombard 2002:5; see also Menzies 2003). The
ongoing links between China and Africa may be attributed to the efforts of
the great Chinese explorer Zheng He who, between 1405 and 1433, made
seven voyages, some of which took him to the east coast of Africa from
which he brought back a giraffe, or ‘qilin’, sent as a gift by the king of
Malindi in Africa to the Ming Emperor. A Chinese painting, a copy of which
is on display in the exhibition, made of the giraffe with Zheng He symbolically
leading it to his Emperor records this significant tribute gift to China from
Africa. The ‘qilin’, an important animal in Chinese mythology, was presented
to Zhu Di by his admiral Zheng He on 16 November 1416 – so significant
was the arrival of this celestial animal that Zhu Di took this as a sign of
approval for the monumental move of the Chinese capital from Nanjing to
Beijing in the north.

The inclusion of the Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map in the PMP is significantly
reported in one newspaper covering the exhibition as ‘a poke in the eye for
the Europeans who believed that they circumnavigated the globe first’
(Lombard 2002:5). Thus, tellingly, this is an exhibition about perspectives
in a general sense; but, far more importantly, it is a political project engaged
in winning back (ideologically) territory in African hearts and minds, plus
putting the hitherto supposed primacy of European contact in perspective.
This is at the centre of the exhibition effort: no matter that China must have
been the dominant power in trade/tribute relations with Africa, it is the more
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recent European dominance over Africa – part of the long colonial legacy
– that needs to be put in perspective for Africans. That is why the display
of the Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map is so significant – what it tells us is that whilst
Europe was still emerging from a dark age, African rulers were feted,
ferried to the inauguration of the Forbidden City in 1421, and altogether
seen as worthy of courting by the sophisticated Chinese. This is the prior
history of relationships that Africa had with the outside world that the
exhibition, by way of maps, wishes to impress upon the public.

Also part of this section are the smaller maps known as the Kangnidos
which are Chinese in origin and similar to the Da Ming Hun Yi Tu. As was
true of the earlier Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map:

[s]o accurately does the Kangnido depict the coasts of East, South and
West Africa that there cannot be a shred of doubt that it was charted by
someone who had sailed around the Cape. Europeans did not reach
South Africa for another sixty years; Arab navigators on the west coast
never sailed south of Agadir in modern Morocco, eight thousand miles
away, and the Mongols never reached Africa at all. (Menzies 2003:
128)

Menzies’ thesis, outlined and supported in detail in his controversial and
popular book 1421 first published in 2002, attributes these early astonishing
voyages to the Chinese, both in the decades prior to 1421, and also during
the momentous years of exploration ordered by Zhu Di during 1421-23.
Thereafter, the new emperor Zhu Gaozhi, put paid to any further foreign
contact. That the Da Ming Hun Yi Tu and Kangnidos maps survived at all
was remarkable in a xenophobic era marked by the decreed destruction of
maps and travel accounts seen as symbolic of links with the outside,
subversive world.

One of the Kangnidos, the Map of Historical Emperors and Kings
(1402), was drawn by the Ming cartographer, Chiuan Chin, at the request of
the Korean envoy to China [see Figure 3]. The Korean ambassador presented
this map to Zhu Di, the Ming emperor under whom the wave of voyages of
exploration led by Zheng He and other admirals flourished, in 1403 on the
occasion of his inauguration. This original map has been lost but a copy of
the map was taken back to Korea from whence it was taken by the Japanese
army led by Hideyoshi Toyotomi, then given to a Buddhist temple in
Honganyi. This map is now kept by Ryukoku University in Kyoto, Japan.
The Ryukoku version, painted on silk measuring 1.7 by 1.6 metres, was
extensively modified after 1420 and today remains in excellent condition.
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The copy on display in the PMP was presented to Dr Ginwala as Speaker of
Parliament by the late Prime Minister of Japan, the Honourable Keizo
Obuchi. The support given to the PMP by the Chinese and Japanese
governments in lending copies of maps not previously seen outside these
countries, or of allowing copies to be made, is interesting – under apartheid
rule, Chinese people in South Africa were classified ‘non-whites’ and the
Japanese labelled ‘honorary whites’, both insulting, othering practices.
Their support for the project endorses South Africa’s newly democratic and
changed political dispensation. Clearly closer trade links between these
countries are now again seen as desirable 600 years after the creation of one
of these cornerstone Chinese maps which identify China as Middle Kingdom
joined intimately and irrevocably to its smaller partner, Africa. The
Kangnidos identify more accurately than early European maps the triangular
shape of southern Africa, and are the first Chinese maps which refer to black
people in Africa. A significant river – possibly the Orange – is shown
flowing westwards in southern Africa leading to speculation that ‘the map-
maker could have gained his information only from sources that rounded the
Cape of Good Hope’ (Lombard 2002:5; see also Menzies 2003). This part
of the exhibition which includes the Chinese maps is the most challenging
for the viewer concerned with ‘written’ maps as it is the first viewing outside
China of the astonishing Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map and suggests a radical
restructuring of timescales of contact from outside Africa.

The final section is devoted to ‘Early European perspectives on Africa’
with the maps on display largely drawn from the Mendelssohn Collection
mentioned earlier. The European maps of Africa on exhibition, dating
mostly from the sixteenth century, chart emerging knowledge of that
continent coloured by perceptions current to each age. Included is a map
dated 1154 by Edrisi (Abu Abdullah Mohammed ibn al-Sharif al-Idrisi), the
famous Arab cartographer, done whilst he was in the employ of King Roger
II of Sicily. The original is kept in the Bodleian Library at Oxford
University. In the tradition of Italian cartography of the time, south is
positioned at the top of the page (Africa is thus to contemporary eyes turned
‘upside down’), and thus illustrates the relative positioning of perspective
for this exhibition well. There is a map by Nicolaus Germanus entitled ‘Map
of Africa’ which depicts the fear of the unknown – in part fuelled by
travellers’ hearsay – which fascinated early cartographers uncertain of what
lay beyond their own defined territory: Africa is shown as a vast landmass
surrounded by a sea of dragons and monsters. Another has the legend which
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is irresistible to adventurers and imperialists alike because it is full of
(material?) promise – Terra Incognita. What might be found in this unknown
space is suggested by the Munster map on display with its iconic one-eyed
humans. The power of what was to become such stereotypical images of
Africa in the Western imagination is articulated by Harley:

A map can carry in its image such symbolism as may be associated with
the particular area, geographical feature…or place which it represents.
It is often on this symbolic level that political power is most effectively
reproduced, communicated and experienced through maps. (Harley
1988:279)

The point being made in this section of the exhibition is that Europe, partly
through ignorance of Africa, but more importantly through increasing
prejudice about Africa’s supposed perils, constructed such maps which
were a combination of fact and fiction. But such is the nature of the Western
written map that supposition and myth is given weight.

This is the outcome of ‘perspective’ which the exhibition is at pains to
illustrate; this section illustrating a cumulative European ‘perspective on
Africa’ as one of other possible ones, including Africa’s own (should such
collective perspectives be possible to identify). Ginwala made this point
about contrasting perspectives explicitly at the exhibition opening timed to
coincide with the ACP (African Council of Parliamentarians) – EU (European
Union) Joint assembly in March 2002 in Cape Town: ‘Unlike European
mapping that saw the mapmaker as divorced from the territory they mapped,
the stories of Africans reflected an enduring attachment to the land and all
on it’ (PMP website). Rather pointedly, given the audience on that occasion,
this section of the exhibition has as one of its most recent maps one by
Robert de Vaugondy drawn 100 years before the Scramble for Africa which
shows African empires and kingdoms before European colonisation would
redraw the same territory.

In conclusion, how then may the PMP, and especially the mapping
exhibition part of the project, be evaluated? First and foremost, it can be
read quite clearly as a political intervention and part of the government’s
attempt at present and future nation-building. This is said quite clearly in
the management report tabled at a meeting of the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Public Accounts:

According to the proposal to raise funds for the PMP the aim of the
project is to facilitate nation-building and democracy by empowering
South Africans to explore their common identity and assist them in the
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development of tools to build a shared future. (Parliamentary Monitoring
Group website. Minutes of Standing Committee on Public Accounts 14
March 2003, item 4.1.5)

It is also worth quoting Ginwala at some length on this point. In an address,
which begins with reference to Thabo Mbeki’s ‘I am an African’ speech, she
went on to say:

We are dealing with a situation in which if one talks to Whites, they
think that only Whites exist in this country, and they look at problems
from the point of view of Whites…When one talks to Africans,
Coloureds and Indians, they make exactly the same mistake. They
think Whites in this country don’t exist…Both tendencies are wrong.
We want men and women who are committed to our mandate, but who
can rise above their ethnic groups, and think in terms of South Africa
as a whole…Parliament’s Millennium Project is designed to illustrate
the degree to which different ways in which  we experienced the past
are still being reflected in the way we see and understand our current
problems and policy options. It is about ways of seeing. (PMP website)

As a government initiative, it is a timeous one calculated to forge new
alliances within the country rather than focus on differences. The ambitious
scope of the project is evident and it remains to be seen whether any
significant impact on peoples’ perceptions is possible through the rather
academic means the exhibition has chosen, despite the generalised and
accessible tone of the information accompanying the exhibits.

Secondly, the PMP is, as the slippages in the use of ‘African’ referred to
earlier suggest, also a profoundly post-colonial project of retrieval of black
African identity from an oppressive past, which goes back far further than
the apartheid years to cover contact with Europe. As Europe became the
predominant point of contact for Africa with the outside world (as opposed
to China, for example, with which Africa also had contact as the exhibition
illustrates), this is the demon that needs to be exorcised. It is, in this sense,
a project about putting Africa back on the map, not in the sense of the
negative biblical ‘here be dragons’ warning, but in a reclamatory act of
reinscription, of positive visibility (and, for the African Renaissance project,
of viability). That the exhibition has caused a prominent South African
figure like Tokyo Sexwale – who says he thought Ginwala had ‘lost her
marbles’ when she mooted the PMP to him – to say ‘[w]e need to start a
process of correcting views – firstly about ourselves and secondly about the
continent’ (Adams 2003: 9), one can understand that this project can have
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a powerful influence on many South Africans who are exposed to it. The
project’s intention is to spread the message about perspectives outside
Parliament’s narrow walls: mobile exhibitions for schools and communities,
teachers’ kits, media supplements, radio broadcasts and children’s essay
competitions on the theme of ‘I am an African’ are planned. That an African
(or more narrowly South African) perspective is just that – one perspective
among other perspectives – is not stressed for this project. The important
part is claiming an equal status for an African perspective, though the tone
of the rhetoric at times implies an African perspective (on attitudes to land,
for example) might be the preferable one. To fund such initiatives as are
listed above the PMP has received generous backing with major sponsors
contributing more than R1 million each. Funders include powerful black
business initiatives such as Mvelaphande Holdings of which Tokyo Sexwale
is executive chairperson, as well as the  Ford Foundation, Sasol, Remgro/
Venfin, South African Breweries, Transnet and the European Union which
is ironic as a fair bit of ‘Europe-bashing’ is evident in the accompanying
press releases and information disseminated, despite Mbeki’s inclusion of
settler blood in his composite ‘African’ makeup. Other smaller funders
listed include Eskom, Shell SA, BP SA, Denel, MTN and World Wide
African Investment Holdings. The spectrum of funders speaks for the wide
appeal of such a nation building project based on something as seemingly
uncontroversial and universal as maps.

Maps and mapping practices form the symbolic nexus on which the PMP
currently turns. Ginwala has taken a form of discourse – mapping – which
many people take to be innocuous, dry, unremarkable, and shown how a
map is ‘a source of power through knowledge … never a neutral activity, for
the mapper brings a subjective gaze to bear upon the space and selects that
which is important to be mapped according to previously established
criteria’ (Stiebel 2001:13). To give this point contemporary credence,
Ginwala cites standard maps of Johannesburg and Cape Town from the
apartheid era which didn’t show Soweto or Guguletu because powerful
people didn’t need to go there (and in fact were forbidden to do so); these
townships were truly black [invisible] spots better left unmarked according
to the official view. This year, Ginwala abruptly left Parliament as Speaker
in a government reshuffle, and thus the PMP has lost its most visible official
driver. It remains to be seen whether the road mapped out for this ambitious
post-colonial project will be followed.
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Figure 2: Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map

 

 

 
Figure 3: Yoktae Chewang Honil Kangnido map


